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Abstract
The task of searching a space is critical to a wide range of diverse applications such
as land mine clearing and planetary exploration. Because applications frequently
require searching remote or hazardous locations, and because the task is easily divisible, it is natural to consider the use of multi-robot teams to accomplish the search
task. An important topic of research in this area is the division of the task among
robot agents. Interrelated with subtask assignment is failure handling, in the sense
that, when an agent fails, its part of the task must then be performed by other
agents.
This thesis describes Hopscotch, a multi-agent search strategy that divides the
search area into a grid of lots. Each agent is assigned responsibility to search one lot
at a time, and upon completing the search of that lot the agent is assigned a new lot.
Assignment occurs in real time using a simple contract net. Because lots that have
been previously searched are skipped, the order of search from the point of view of
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a particular agent is reminiscent of the progression of steps in the playground game
of Hopscotch.
Decomposition of the search area is a common approach to multi-agent search,
and auction-based contract net strategies have appeared in recent literature as a
method of task allocation in multi-agent systems. The Hopscotch strategy combines
the two, with a strong focus on robust tolerance of agent failures. Contract nets
typically divide all known tasks among available resources. In contrast, Hopscotch
limits each agent to one assigned lot at a time, so that failure of an agent compels
re-allocation of only one lot search task. Furthermore, the contract net is implemented in an unconventional manner that empowers each agent with responsibility
for contract management. This novel combination of real-time assignment and decentralized management allows Hopscotch to resiliently cope with agent failures.
The Hopscotch strategy was modeled and compared to other multi-agent strategies that tackle the search task in a variety of ways. Simulation results show that
Hopscotch is failure-tolerant and very eﬀective in comparison to the other approaches
in terms of both search time and search eﬃciency. Although the search task modeled
here is a basic one, results from simulations show the promise of using this strategy
for more complicated scenarios, and with actual robot agents.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1
1.1.1

Background
General Considerations

The challenge of searching a space thoroughly and eﬃciently is applicable to a wide
variety of tasks such as land mine detection [1], resource mapping [2], and planetary
surface exploration [3]. Rather than using a small number of very reliable robot
agents to explore a space, as with the rovers recently deployed to Mars, there are
numerous advantages to using a large number (a “swarm”) of simple robots [4]. This
is analogous to biological swarms such as those of ants or bees, where numerous
foragers search an area for resources [5].
The goal of the search process depends on the application. The goal may be to find
a resource that can be exploited, to determine a safe path, or to map the positions of
obstacles. In cases like these, the search can be successful without being exhaustive,
since the search can end when the goal is attained. For applications such as land
mine clearing, it may be desirable or even required that the search completely cover
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the entire search space [6]. This goal of complete coverage is common for analogous
problems appearing in the literature such as cleaning, painting, and mowing [7, 8].
Many multi-agent strategies have been proposed for this type of task [9], often
without consideration of agent reliability. Strategies that rely on each agent performing a specific subtask assigned a priori (i.e., searching a particular area) are
especially vulnerable to agent failures [10]. Strategies that incorporate redundancy
in agent tasking are less vulnerable to failures but suﬀer the ineﬃciencies inherent
with redundancy. Ideally, a strategy should work quickly, be fault tolerant, and
completely cover the search area.
In order to quickly search large areas, it is generally desirable to have as many
agents participating in the search as possible. However, economics and logistics place
limits that result in a trade-oﬀ between systems comprised of a few highly capable
search agents and systems with more agents that are less capable (where less capable
implies smaller, cheaper, more transportable, and perhaps less reliable) [11]. In the
latter case, the agents may cooperate, forming a swarm. There are numerous examples from biology of species successfully using swarms of simple agents to accomplish
complex tasks [12]. The foraging strategies of harvester ant colonies have been studied extensively, and even these simple agents, taken collectively, exhibit complex and
eﬃcient strategies for resource exploitation [13].
With the goal of realizing these types of benefits, there has been quite a bit of
recent work devoted to developing man-made swarm search systems [14, 4]. These
systems are usually comprised of a number of small, simple robot agents. A significant advantage of this approach is that, should an agent fail, remaining operational
agents can compensate for the loss. One of the main challenges in designing a swarm
search strategey is subtask allocation [15].
Because use of robots for search is well suited for remote or hazardous locations,
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there will be many search tasks where the robot swarm must operate autonomously.
In this situation, the only influences on the behavior of an individual agent are from
the environment, meaning the space and other agents. Furthermore, it means that
an agent that fails cannot be repaired. While there has been work suggesting the
feasibility of self-repair within a robot swarm [16, 17], this type of functionality is
likely to require capabilities beyond what is considered here for simple agents.

1.1.2

Problem Description

This thesis describes simulation and testing of diﬀerent strategies for searching a
space using multiple unreliable agents. Although the experimental setup is not intended to precisely represent a particular real-world application, eﬀorts were made
to keep the experiments realistic enough that the results could be applied to real
applications. Examples of tasks for multiple agents searching a large, obstacle-free
space include land mine detection, surveillance and mapping using unmanned aerial
vehicles, and sowing seed on a large field.
This work specifically considers the problem of searching a known, homogenous,
obstacle-free area using a swarm of agents that fail at a fixed rate. While the bounds
of the search area are known a priori, not all strategies considered herein make use of
that knowledge. Furthermore, it is assumed that the agents have accurate location
information, though it not all strategies require it. When required by the strategy,
it is assumed that the agents can communicate with each other (refer to section
2.2.2 for a detailed description of each strategy). The areas used for the simulation
experiments described herein are square, and agents start each simulation run at a
centrally located nest. The goal is to completely search (or, equivalently, clean) the
entire space, or some predetermined fraction of the space.
More formally, the search task is defined as follows. The search space is a
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bounded, fully connected planar region. The space is divided into a grid of equalsized axis-aligned square locations. One location is designated the nest, and serves
as the source for search agents entering the space.
Time is discretized into steps. At each time step, each agent is given the opportunity to either change direction or move discretely in the current direction to a
new location. Agents may not move to a location that is already occupied. Each
agent has sensors that allow it to search the location that it occupies, and the size
of a location is considered to be the area an agent can search in a single time step.
A location is considered to have been searched during the time step that an agent
moves to that location. Each agent is also assumed to have the ability to detect
obstacles such as boundaries and other agents that occupy neighboring locations.
Furthermore, each agent has a chance of failing each time step. Failed agents do not
participate in the task in any way and do not recover.
Each agent operates based on a set of pre-programmed rules, and is assumed
to have a small, finite memory, capable of holding internal state information. This
may be used to retain information such as direction, destination, or the last several
locations occupied. Furthermore, agents may communicate with one another. The
information exchanged between agents depends on the requirements of the search
strategy.
Because it is necessary to track what has been searched, both for analysis and
as data that aﬀects agent decisions, agent movement is restricted to the four cardinal directions. Since an agent’s sensor is considered to operate on an area that is
essentially square and the size of a location, allowing movement in a diagonal direction would result in incomplete or imperfect coverage of individual locations. Agents
are considered to have accurate knowledge of their current location and orientation
(heading), although not all strategies considered use this information. The assumption that robots have accurate location information is a reasonable one and a number
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of methods [18, 19] for location determination have been successfully implemented.

1.1.3

Approach

This thesis describes Hopscotch, a self-organized, incremental divide-and-conquer
strategy using a swarm of homogenous search agents. Each agent is responsible for
a small fraction of the search task at any given time, with assignments handled by
a contract net. The contract net is designed so that only one agent is assigned to
a given area (a lot) in an attempt to minimize redundant searching, which leads to
faster coverage of the search space. If an agent fails to meet its obligation to search
a lot, the lot becomes available to other agents. Lots that have not been searched
are assigned to available agents until all lots have been searched or no agents are
available, ensuring that as long as at least one agent remains available, the search
will complete. Robustness comes from both managing the scope of work that does not
complete should an agent fail, and ensuring that the incomplete work is reassigned.
The Hopscotch strategy is modeled and compared to strategies that rely on redundancy to compensate for agent failures, a strategy that uses individual memory, and
strategies that rely on one-way communication using markings such as pheromones.
All of the strategies are described in detail in section 2.2.2.

1.1.4

Related Work

Strategies and Multi-agent Considerations
A common application of the search problem is land mine and unexploded ordnance
detection in a field, and there is a wealth of published research on this topic. The
problem is described by Acar et al. in [20]. While Acar et al. do not consider multiple
agents, they do argue the advantages of complete strategies and demonstrate their
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advantage over random strategies. Their work to determine an exact cellular decomposition of an unknown search space has applicability to task division in multi-agent
strategies. They also address the imperfect detector scenario, where sensing an area
that has a search target does not mean the search target is found. Imperfect detectors are especially vexing when complete coverage is desired, since it can never be
guaranteed that all search targets (the land mines, in this case) have been found.
There are a number of examples in the literature that illustrate the value of
communication when multiple agents are performing a task. Balch and Arkin in [21]
explored the impact of communication ability on the capabilities and eﬀectiveness of a
multi-agent robotic system. Their research demonstrates that even simple inter-agent
communication capability can greatly benefit speed and eﬃciency. Their experiments
included both simulation and real robots, and one of the tasks they studied they
refer to as grazing, which is a version of the search problem described herein. They
consider three levels of communication: no communication, state communication
only, and goal communication. Their results show that explicit communication has
a negligible eﬀect on the speed of accomplishing the graze task, but they do assume
implicit communication, where agents can tell which areas have already been grazed.
In [22], Gage discusses the benefits of randomized search, as compared to coordinated search, for a multiple agent system tasked with coverage. While he does
not dispute the benefits of coordinated search strategies, he argues that they require
command and control infrastructure, thus increasing the complexity (along with the
size, expense, energy requirements, and potential for individual failure) of the system. Also, real-world constraints such as navigation inaccuracies can cause problems
for a coordinated strategy.
Gage points out that the application is an important factor in determining how
eﬀective a strategy is. For example, the goal of maximizing the number of search
targets found per amount of search eﬀort may require a diﬀerent approach than the
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goal of minimizing the number of search targets missed per sweep of an area. He
concludes that a random search strategy is not always inferior, and the best search
strategy depends on the application parameters.

Biologically Inspired Communication
Koenig et al. in [23] and [24] studied a coordinated multi-robot search strategy that
uses very simple ant robots whose only means of communication is leaving markings
on terrain that has been searched. The very simple ant robots employing this strategy
do not need memory, knowledge of the terrain, or path planning capability. They do
not even need to know their location, and they are capable of dealing with situations
where the robots are moved without knowing it, e.g., from a collision. The strategy
robustly handles robot failures and destruction of communication markings.
Marking as a means of communication between agents has received extensive attention. Wagner and Bruckstein had previously proposed a similar approach in [25],
specifying the application to actually be cleaning a dirty floor, and using the amount
of dirt on the floor as the means of inter-robot communication. Oshervich et al. in [26]
describe a strategy they refer to as “Mark-Ant-Walk”, which uses pheromone markings as the means of communication when coordinating coverage of search spaces.
In [27], Ranjbar-Sahraei et al. describe an approach to multi-robot coverage using
pheromone-based communication. Here, coverage means a distribution of robots over
an area. In their simulations, robots move to areas based on pheromone encounters,
resulting in a fairly even spread of agents once a steady-state has been reached.
Using a novel and biologically inspired approach, Hsieh et al. [28] developed
a decentralized algorithm for multi-robot distribution among sites inspired by ant
colony nest site selection. Their approach uses a quorum sensing mechanism that
does not require explicit wireless communication between agents. The agents are
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assumed to have the ability to determine whether a site is above or below quorum
based on encounter rates with other agents. They show mathematically and through
simulation that their algorithm converges to a desired distribution.

Pre-planned Paths

In cases where the travel time to an area to be searched is significant compared to
the time to search the area, it becomes important to develop eﬃcient search paths.
Hazon and Kaminka in [29] examine this by defining a graph G(V, E) where V is the
set of nodes corresponding to the cells (analogous to lots) to be searched, and E is
the paths connecting the cells, weighted by travel time. They then find the minimum
spanning tree for G, and use this to analyze both backtracking and non-backtracking
search strategies that are both complete (guaranteed to search all lots) and robust
(completes the search as long as at least one robot is active). This approach takes
advantage of a priori knowledge of the search space in order to build the graph.
They show that their backtracking strategy has a better time guarantee, but is not
necessarily optimal in all applications.
Roadmap-based path planning is extended by Bayazit et al. in [30] for use by
groups to improve performance in group behaviors such as exploring. Flocking behavior is typically modeled using individuals with simple rules that determine how
members move in relation one other. By integrating roadmaps, rules may be modified for more optimal behavior based on location on the roadmap. The roadmaps
themselves may also be adapted by changing roadmap-embedded rules as new information is gathered. This does require that all agents have the ability to read from
and modify the roadmap. Simulation results are presented that show good coverage
performance in an environment occupied by obstacles.
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Explicit Multi-agent Coordination

Burgard et. al. propose a scheme in [31] that sends individual agents to diﬀerent
“target points” so that agents are simultaneously exploring diﬀerent regions in the
environment, and weighting the value of the the target points based on the amount
of proximate unexplored area. The algorithm they propose explicitly coordinates the
agents. Their experiments focus on complicated environments where it is necessary
for the robots to create a map of the area. In their experiments, uncoordinated
agents using a greedy strategy frequently duplicated each other’s work, and were
significantly outperformed by agents using the proposed coordinated strategy.
Alur et al. [32] developed and tested a set of tools to coordinate and control robots
deployed in an unknown environment. Their framework divides overall control into
a hierarchy of high-level (long term, planned) and low-level (immediate) tasks, and
provides a method of transitioning from task to task. Because of the uncertainty
inherent in unknown and unstructured environments, robots operating in such environments need a variety of behaviors to deal with diﬀerent conditions. They also
need a control framework to choose behaviors and switch between them in order
to accomplish the top-level objective. They implement their framework in a small
group of robotic agents and experimentally show good performance in basic tasks
such as mapping and leader following. They also present a method of localization
using landmark matching from images obtained using an on-board camera.
Bezzo and Fierro in [33] give algorithms for distributing a robot swarm so that
wireless network routers on the robots maintain connections between explorers and a
base station as the explorers move about the environment. They present simulation
results that demonstrate how connections are maintained when members fail.
Distribution of a group of mobile sensors for optimal sensor coverage is addressed
by Cortés in [34]. The goal of this distribution is to achieve sensor coverage, where
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in this case coverage means the the sensors are distributed such that overall sensing
ability is optimized. Each individual periodically communicates with other agents
and computes its own Voronoi region, adjusting its location to the center of its
Voronoi region for best coverage. This technique requires reliable communication
between agents and accurate knowledge of agent locations.
Bullo et al. [35] expand on the sensor coverage ideas in [34], relaxing communication requirements to allow operation with only gossip communication, which they
describe as asynchronous, pairwise, and possibly unreliable. This leads to dominance
regions, which are location-independent and recomputed every time an agent communicates with another agent. They show theoretically and with simulation that
dominance regions from their gossip coverage algorithm converge asymptotically to
a centroidal Voronoi partition. They include a discussion of how the gossip coverage
algorithm could be implemented with a robotic sensor network.
A multi-robot task allocation approach requiring extensive communication capability and central control is given by Howard et al. in [36]. They describe a relatively
large (approximately 80 robots) heterogenous swarm designed for building interior
exploration. They use a mix of two classes of robots: a small number of highly
capable robots, complimented by a large number of simple robots. The robots communicate among themselves and with a remote operator console over 802.11b WiFi,
which all robots are equipped to use. Control and data aggregation are handled at
the remote operator console.
Using a similar centralized control approach, Berman et al. [37] present a method
of allocating tasks in robot swarms that does not require communication among the
robots themselves. Their method does, however, require a central controller that is
capable of monitoring tasks and broadcasting task information, but does not dictate
specific actions. They claim that market-based techniques scale poorly to large-scale
systems, with one of the reasons being bandwidth limitations.
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Market-based Task Assignment

Smith [38] describes the contract net protocol, a high-level protocol for resource allocation in a distributed problem solver. The contract net is made up of a collection
of nodes, with a node serving in the role of manager or contractor. The manager
identifies, monitors, and processes the results of tasks executed by the contractor.
The contractor executes tasks based on established contracts. A node may be simultaneously performing the role of manager and contractor for diﬀerent contracts.
In a contract net, nodes capable of performing a task communicate bids to the
contracting manager. Managers evaluate the bids, and a contract for a task is established by communication between the manager and one (or more) of the bidding
nodes, thus allocating the task. The paper describes in detail a protocol for exchanging information between managers and contractors. It also provides insights on the
process of evaluating bids and choosing contractors.
Choi et al. in [39] use decentralized auction schemes for allocating tasks to robot
agents. An agent submits bids for tasks it can accomplish to other agents it is in
communication with. The agents then use a consensus strategy where each agent
computes a winning bids list and compares it to the lists of other agents, iterating
until a winning bids list is agreed upon, resulting in agreed-to assignments for each
agent. They extend this strategy to also handle task bundles, where each agent bids
on a set of tasks.
Sariel and Balch use auctions to assign exploration targets to robot agents in
[40]. They consider complicated environments, using auctions to redistribute targets
as awareness of the environment improves. They use precaution routines to handle
failures and ensure that the exploration task completes.
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Agent Limitations
The case for using multiple less-reliable robot agents is presented by Stancliﬀ et al.
in [41]. They define a simple mission, and show that a team of four robots is more
likely to successfully complete the mission than a team of two robots even when the
robots in the four robot team are much less reliable. In [10] they extend this work
by showing that failing to consider robot failures when planning missions can result
in sub-optimal plans with substantially worse performance compared to plans that
assume failures will occur.
Rubenstein et al. in [42] present a design for very inexpensive robots they call
Kilobots intended to be operated in swarms numbering on the order of a thousand.
These small robots can turn and move forward, but do not have any type of odometry for self-location. The robots can communicate using infrared light, although
the range and bandwidth are limited compared to communication systems on more
capable robots described in the literature. They also feature an 8 Mhz processor and
32K of memory. The authors demonstrate some basic collective behaviors, but more
importantly, these small robots hint at the types of limitations that are likely to be
inherent in robots designed to be part of a large swarm.

Extension of Previous Work
This work considers a problem established in some of the earlier work reviewed
above, that of cleaning or covering an area. With a nod to biological inspiration and
applications such as land mine detection, the same basic problem is herein referred
to as search. The literature makes it clear that multi-agent strategies are well suited
to easily divisible problems such as this, and acknowledges the challenge of task
division and assignment. Cellular decomposition is a common approach to dividing
the space among agents. For task assignment, market-based strategies akin to the
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contract net presented by Smith in 1980 have become popular in recent literature.
The Hopscotch strategy presented in this thesis uses cellular decomposition to divide
the search space, and a simple contract net to assign search responsibility for pieces of
the space to agents. Hopscotch also modifies these ideas in two ways, with the intent
of robust tolerance to agent failures. First, in contrast to traditional contract nets,
each agent only contracts for one task at a time. Second, all agents are empowered
with contract management responsibility. Taken together, these two modifications
minimize the impact of agent failure.

1.2

Outline

The remaining chapters are organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes the simulation
used to generate the data described herein and metrics for evaluating the results.
Chapter 3 gives the results and analysis from a number of diﬀerent runs of the
simulation. Chapter 4 gives conclusions and presents ideas for further research.
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Chapter 2
Methods

2.1

Model Description

The model is implemented in a program called SwarmExp, which was written by the
author specifically to perform the experiments described in this thesis. SwarmExp is
written in Objective-C, which is an object-oriented superset of the C programming
language [43]. In SwarmExp, each agent is an instance of an agent object. This
architecture allows each agent to operate exactly the same way, yet maintain its
own independent status information. Agent behavior is governed by a set of rules
(the ruleset) implementing a strategy that is chosen prior to starting the simulation.
Information about the space is updated during the course of the simulation run. The
space is divided into a grid of squares representing locations in the search space, and
the size of each square may be thought of as approximating the sensing area of an
agent. The amount of information about the space that is available to each agent
depends on the ruleset.
A run begins with each agent and the space being initialized with the parameters
for that run. Agents enter the space at a location designated as the nest, and move
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discretely so that an agent occupies only one location at a time. The simulation
proceeds in discrete time steps. What agents do during a time step is dictated by
the ruleset associated with the strategy being simulated. Typically they will move
to one of the four neighboring grid squares (the von Neumann neighborhood with
r = 1) [44] or change direction. Agents may not both turn and move in the same time
step, and an agent may not move to a location that is already occupied. If the agent
does move, the newly occupied location is considered to have been searched. Agents
update in a fixed order each time step, and the first agent to update its location to
a new location l takes precedence over other agents that attempt to move to l.
A depiction of the space during a typical run is shown in figure 2.1.

2.2
2.2.1

Search Strategies
Rulesets

A ruleset implements a search strategy and is a collection of rules that determines
the actions each agent takes during a time step. The ruleset is also specifies how
much information from the space and from other agents the agent uses, determined
by the inputs to the rules.
Specifically, the ruleset defines:
• When an agent changes direction
• How a new direction is determined
• How an agent reacts if the agent finds its destination occupied.
A flow for an agent update showing where rules are implemented is given in figure
2.2.
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Color Key
Location searched once
Location searched twice
Location searched 3 times
Location searched 4 times
Location searched 5 times
Location searched 6 times
Location searched 7 times
Location searched 8 times
Location searched 9 times
Location searched >9 times
Location not searched
Location occupied by an agent

Figure 2.1: Depiction of the simulation space during a typical run. This is the 2000th
time step of a run with using 20 agents, with the nest located at the center. Agents
locations are marked in red. Unexplored locations are tan. Explored locations are
green, ranging from a very dark green if the location has been searched once to a
very bright green if the location has been searched 10 or more times.

2.2.2

Description

The search strategies explored in this work are compared in table 2.1. In the table,
Comm refers to the type of communication allowed between agents. Space Awareness
refers to whether the agent needs to know the extents of the search space, and
Location Awareness refers to the agent accurately knowing its own location in the
search space. Complete refers to whether the search will necessarily complete given
agents remain active.
For the first two strategies, Random Direction Change and Random Chords, each
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updateForTimeStep

currentDirection ==
None?

Yes

No

(Rule)
Direction change?

Yes

No
Determine next location
candidate

Next location
candidate
occupied?

No

Yes

(Rule)
Direction change
required?

Yes

No
(Rule)
Determine New Direction

Move to new location

return

Figure 2.2: Flow of an agent update during a time step. Blue shaded boxes show
where rules are implemented.
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Strategy

Comm

Space Awareness

Location Awareness

Complete

Random Direction Change

None

Not required

Not required

No

Random Chords

None

Required

Not required

No

Greedy

Markers

Not required

Not required

No

Greedy Lots

Markers

Required

Required

No

None

Required

Required

Yes

Contract Info

Required

Required

Yes

Lots With Individual Tracking
Hopscotch

Table 2.1: Characteristics of tested search strategies.

agent performs its own independent randomized search. For this reason, it is not
necessary for agents to communicate with each other or maintain accurate location
awareness. The two greedy strategies, Greedy and Greedy Lots, rely on communication by marking locations that are searched. This marking could be implemented
with visual marks on the space, pheromone, tags, or in some other manner [45]. The
Greedy Lots, Lots With Individual Tracking and Hopscotch strategies divide the
space into lots, and agents therefore need to be aware of the extents of the space
and their own location to determine where lot boundaries are. Hopscotch requires
two-way real time communication between agents.

It is worth pointing out that the table lists just the requirements to execute
the search strategy. In a real-world application, more rigorous requirements may
be necessary. For example, if the application is a search to determine the location
of some set of objectives, agents will need accurate location awareness in order to
report where objectives were found. If the goal of the search is surveillance, it may
be important for agents to have a communication capability for quickly sending
notification if an intruder is found.

Each of these six strategies is described in detail below.
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Random Direction Change
The random direction change strategy specifies that each agent has a fixed chance of
changing direction at every time step. Upon initialization, all agents have a direction
of None, so a new direction is determined at random during the first time step. At
each subsequent time step, the agent determines whether it should change direction
based on a random draw given the fixed chance of changing direction. The agent
then either attempts to move in its current direction or changes direction based on
the outcome of the draw.
An agent may be unable to move in its current direction due to an obstruction
such as a boundary or another agent. If this occurs, the agent changes its current
direction to a random direction.
This strategy does not require communications between agents, knowledge of the
space to be searched, historical tracking, or accurate location awareness.

Random Chords
Inspired by an algorithm described in [46] that uses chord paths to randomly search
a circular area, random chords uses right-angle paths from one side to an adjacent
side. Agents initially go to a location at one of the boundaries of the search space.
A random location on one of the adjacent boundaries is then picked and the agent
travels two right angle segments to reach the new location. Upon arrival, the process
of picking a boundary destination and then traveling to it repeats. This is only
interrupted if the agent is obstructed by another agent. If this occurs, the agent
simply picks a new location on any boundary and travels there, resuming the process.
The Random Chords strategy does not require communication between agents,
but does require a knowledge of the space to be searched in order to determine truly
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random boundary destinations. However, because it results in long non-crossing
paths and involves comparatively little turning, it typically outperforms the Random
Direction Change strategy in search time.

Greedy

The Greedy search strategy attempts to maximize time spent searching locations that
have not been previously searched, locally optimized both spatially and temporally.
The rule assumes that an agent knows whether locations in its local neighborhood
have been searched. Though an agent only needs local knowledge for a particular
decision, agents could be operating anywhere in the space, meaning that search status
for the entire space must be maintained.
If the next location in an agent’s current direction has not been searched, the
agent moves in its current direction in order to reach that location. If the next location has already been searched, the agent checks its local neighborhood for locations
that have not been searched. If a location that has not been searched is found, the
agent turns so that its new current direction is toward the location that has not been
searched. If all locations in the local neighborhood have been searched, the agent
moves in a manner similar to the Random Direction Change strategy until it finds a
location that has not been searched, at which time it resumes the greedy behavior.
Implementation of the Greedy strategy requires tracking of which locations in
the space have been searched, and having a subset of that information pertaining
to its local neighborhood available to each agent. This means that the swarm must
have a means of communicating this information. The intent is to simulate this
information being communicated using a marker such as pheromone applied to the
space at locations that have been searched.
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Greedy Lots
The Greedy Lots search strategy uses a decomposition of the space into a grid of
square lots, with each agent using the same lot boundaries. Like the Greedy strategy,
Greedy Lots attempts local optimization but instead of optimizing to locations, entire
lots are considered. As with the Greedy strategy, agents are aware of which locations
have been searched, and additionally, how many times. This is akin to sensing an
accumulation of pheromone or other type of marker. To spread the agents throughout
the space initially when there are no previous searches to guide lot choice, a “shotgun
start” is used where each agent completely searches a lot chosen at random from all
available lots. Once the lot has been searched, the agent evaluates the search status
of the eight neighboring lots. Search status is determined by adding the times each
location in each respective lot has beens searched, with a small random factor added
to simulate sensor noise. The agent uses this value to choose the least searched
neighboring lot, searches it, and then chooses subsequent new lots to search in a
similar manner.
This strategy requires enough knowledge of the space to subdivide it into lots and
a way of communicating search status similar to the Greedy strategy. Though it does
require accurate location to determine lot boundaries, a real-world implementation
of Greedy Lots should be somewhat tolerant of location errors provided the search
markings are applied directly to the floor or ground.

Lots With Individual Tracking
With the space divided into lots, each agent can easily track its own progress and
avoid searching where it has already searched. The use of lots provides a decrease
in individual agent memory requirements proportional to the lot area. For example,
status of a 10 × 10 lot can be tracked by storing status information with the location
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of one corner (given a convention for lot size and which corner is stored), as opposed
to storing status information for all 100 locations the lot contains.
Lots With Individual Tracking specifies that each agent chooses a lot and searches
it; upon completion of searching the lot, the agent stores in its individual memory
that the lot has been searched. In order to spread out the agents, a “shotgun start”
is used, sending each agent initially to search a randomly selected lot. The agent
then chooses a new lot that it has not searched and proceeds to search the new lot,
continuing in this manner until all lots have been searched. The choice of lots after
the first has a randomness factor but is heavily biased toward lots that are close to
the agent. Because of this bias and the tracking of previously searched lots, the lot
search progression resembles a self-avoiding random walk.
This rule does not require communication between agents, but it does require
enough knowledge of the space to be searched to divide it into lots, and memory
proportional to the size of the space based on lot size as previously described.

Hopscotch
As with the game of Hopscotch found on many playgrounds, the Hopscotch search
strategy involves division of the space into lots, which, from the point of view of
an individual agent, are either searched or skipped based on their search status.
This strategy uses the same lot concept as Greedy Lots and Lots With Individual
Tracking, but divides lot search responsibility using a simple contract net. This type
of market-based approach that has proven eﬀective in dividing work among robot
agents [47].
The bidding process for lot assignment is illustrated in figure 2.3. An agent
acquires responsibility (a contract) to search a lot by using communications with
other agents to broadcast a bid. The bid includes a lot, which is chosen from a
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(a) Prioritize Lots

(b) Bid on Top Priority Lot

(c) Bid Rejected

(d) Continue Bidding

(e) Bid Accepted

(f) Execute Contract

ϑ

ϑ

Contract

Figure 2.3: The Hopscotch bidding process. (a) The bidding agent assembles a
prioritized list of lots to search. (b) The bidding agent broadcasts a bid for its
highest priority lot. (c) If another agent is aware that the lot has been searched or
is under contract, it rejects the bid. (d) The bidding agent continues to bid on lots
in priority order. (e) When the bidding agent does not receive a rejection response,
the bid is considered accepted. (f) The bidding agent is now contracted to search
the lot.

prioritized list created by the bidding agent. Lot priority is based on proximity to
the bidding agent and proximity to the nest. The bid also includes a completion
time estimate, which indicates when the agent would expect to finish the search of
that lot.
Success of the bid is based on whether the lot associated with the bid has been
previously searched or is currently under contract to any agent. If either of these
conditions are true, the bid fails and the bidding agent submits a new bid for the
next lot on its prioritized list. One important feature of this process is that the
bid can be rejected by any agent with knowledge that the bid lot either has already
been searched or is under contract. This decentralizes the contracting process and
makes it tolerant of agent failures since no single agent is responsible for determining
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whether a bid succeeds.
If the bid is not rejected, the agent is assumed to have contracted to search the lot.
Once the agent has the contract, it proceeds to the contracted lot and commences
a search of the lot. When the lot has been searched, the agent broadcasts a search
complete so that other agents will know the lot has been searched. The agent then
compiles a new prioritized list of lots and starts the bidding process once again.
The fact that agents only contract for one lot at a time is another key component
of the robustness of Hopscotch, because an agent that fails only delays completion
of that one lot. Once the contract for that lot expires, the next new bid for it will
be successful and a diﬀerent agent will search the lot.
Tracking of contracts and completed lots is the responsibility of all agents collectively. Contracts are added to a list of in-work contracts once a bid is accepted.
When a search contract is reported complete, the contract is removed from the list
of in-work contracts and the lot is added to a list of searched lots. Presence of a lot
in either list results in rejection of any new bid for that lot. Any time a new bid is
received, the list of in-work contracts is reviewed for expired contracts prior to evaluation of the new bid. A contract is expired when it remains on the in-work contract
list past the estimated completion time, meaning that a search complete message
associated with the contract was not received by the time the contracting agent was
supposed to have completed the search. When this happens the contracting agent is
assumed to have failed. The contract is removed from the in-work contracts list and
thus the associated lot is made available for subsequent bids from any agent. This
approach gives the strategy robustness against agent failures.
One of the advantages of the Hopscotch strategy is the simplicity of the communications required. While two-way communication between agents is required,
communication is infrequent, can be asynchronous, and the messages exchanged
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are short and simple. Gerkey and Matarić [48] point out numerous advantages to
using simple asynchronous communications in their implementation of an auctionbased multi-robot task management system. Howard et al. [36] discuss the problems
encountered using WiFi communication in their multi-robot implementation; their
experience suggests the great benefit of keeping communications simple.
With the Hopscotch strategy, messages are only exchanged when an agent is
between contracts, and all that is required is transmission of a bid by a contracting
agent, a response to the bid from other agents, and a notification to other agents
from the contracting agent when the contract has been fulfilled. Furthermore, a
response to a bid is only required in the case of rejection, since the absence of a
rejection results in the contracting agent assuming responsibility for execution of the
contract. The message size required varies with specific implementation, but the
data content of each message is on the order of tens of bytes.
The Hopscotch strategy does not necessarily require global communication. Since
maintaining a list of searched lots is a collective responsibility, each agent maintains
a list of lots it knows to have been searched based on the agent’s own work and
responses to the agent’s bids. Because lot bidding priority is biased to give higher
priority to nearby lots, agents in a localized area are likely to have knowledge of
local lots, enabling them to respond to bids from nearby agents. This means that
the Hopscotch strategy can function when communication range is limited. Chapter
3 shows results that demonstrate good performance with limited communication
range.

2.3

Failure Rates

An agent’s chance of failure at each step in the simulation is based on the failure
rate. A typical expression of failure rate is Mean Time To Failure (MTTF), which is
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expresses the mean useful life of a machine. This more accurately expresses failure
rates for machines that are out of reach and thus cannot be repaired, since the more
common term Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) generally assumes the machine
will fail, be repaired, and returned to operation multiple times over its lifetime [49].
Failures can be inherent to the machine itself or due to external environmental factors. Both components are included in the overall failure rate.
The machine-inherent failure data is derived from both testing and analysis of the
components that make up the machine. The classical representation of failures over
time is a “bathtub” shaped curve, where there is a high chance of failure initially
due to “infant mortality”, dropping to a constant failure rate as components have
“burned in”, and then rising again as components reach the end of their design life

Failure Rate

and wear out. A notional MTTF curve is shown in figure 2.4.

Environmental Effects
Burn-in

Stable Period

Wearout

Time

Figure 2.4: Typical failure rate over the life of a machine. The failure rate due to
environmental eﬀects is added to the machine’s inherent failure rate [49].

When a machine is in an unknown environment, and especially when the machine
is mobile, the machine may encounter hazards that lead to failures. The overall failure rate is the sum of the failure rate of the machine itself and failure due to the
environment [50]. While there may be certain areas of the space that are more haz-
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ardous than others, and certain times during the exploration when the risk of damage
is greater, one of the suppositions here is that the exact nature of the environment
is unknown and therefore can only be generally assumed, so a constant is a fair way
to represent this component of the overall failure rate.
For these experiments, it is stipulated that the exploration occurs over the flat,
constant region of the failure rate curve. When considering how robot agents would
be used, it is reasonable to expect that before being sent into an environment where
they cannot be reached, they would have gone through a burn-in period. Furthermore, it would be unlikely that machines that were approaching the end of their
expected life would be used for critical tasks. In addition, the exploration time considered will be small relative to the design life of the machines. For these reasons,
the agent failure rate is modeled here as a constant.

2.4

Metrics

In [21] Balch and Arkin introduce three metrics for multi-agent tasks, two of which
are adapted for use in this work. The first is time, a measure of how long it takes
to perform a task, with the goal of minimizing that time. Here, time refers to the
elapsed time to achieve some specified fraction of search completeness. The second is
energy, where the goal is to complete the task using the smallest amount of energy.
The energy metric is translated to the more informational metric of redundancy as
described below. The third they term reliability/survivability, the goal of which is
to measure the probability of task completion at the expense of any time or cost.
While reliability/survivability is not directly applicable here, robustness, which is
closely related, is evaluated using measurements of time and energy to compare
performance given a particular agent failure rate.
To formally define the time metric, let s(l, t) represent the number of times a
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location l has been searched over all time steps 1 . . . t. Because the search goal is
not always complete coverage, the time metric is associated with a search coverage
fraction c. The time metric therefore refers to the time t at which the number of
locations in S where s(l, t) > 0 divided by the total number of locations in S reaches
c.
As previously described, operating agents are almost always searching and moving simultaneously. Therefore, a searching agent is considered to expend one unit
of energy per time step, so total energy is simply the number of searching agents
integrated over time. It is more insightful to consider energy spent at each location,
which indicates the amount of redundant search that has occurred. Since by definition a location only needs to be visited once to be considered searched, multiple
visits use excess energy and are considered redundant. The count of locations that
have been redundantly searched (i.e., locations where s(l, t) > 1, s(l, t) > 2, . . . ) will
be used as a proxy for the energy metric.
Using these metrics, the eﬀectiveness of the various search strategies will be
evaluated. As agents fail during the runs, these two metrics provide a measure
of how well each strategy copes with the failures. The importance of each respective
metric depends on the application, but in general the goal is to minimize time and
redundancy.
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3.1

Time and Redundancy

Figure 3.1 shows the time and redundancy performance of various strategies. The
data come from runs using a 200 × 200 search space with the nest in the center. Each

experimental run started with 20 agents, each agent having a 10−4 failure rate, run
over 104 time steps. Search data shown is averaged over 16 runs for each strategy.
The top black lines indicate the fraction of locations searched (given on the left y
axis) over time. The shaded regions below the black lines indicate the number of
times that fraction of locations was searched; from dark green to bright green, the
locations were searched one to 10+ times, respectively. The dark red line indicates
the number of active agents at a given time in the run, given on the right y axis.
The standard deviation from the average search progress over the 16 runs is shown
by the orange dashed lines.
As agents fail over the course of the run, the rate of progress is certainly aﬀected.
However, the primary influence on the rate of progress for the non-coordinated algorithms in (a), (b), and (e) seems to be space remaining. This is what would be
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(f) Hopscotch
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Figure 3.1: Space searched over time using diﬀerent search strategies. The shaded
green regions indicate the number of times that fraction of locations was searched;
from dark green to bright green, the locations were searched one to 10+ times,
respectively. These colors match the key for figure 2.1. Dashed orange lines show
plus and minus one standard deviation, respectively. The dark red lines indicate the
number of active agents at a given time in the run, with values given on the right y
axis.
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intuitively expected, since for (a) and (b) there is nothing influencing the agents to
go to locations not previously searched, and for (e) the agents do not know which
locations have been searched by other agents.
The brighter green colored regions indicate redundancy, since search has been
defined as requiring only one visit to each location. As the number of locations
that have not been searched decreases, agents will search areas that have already
been searched, resulting in multiple searches at a larger number of locations. Search
eﬃciency is discussed further below.
The two random search strategies, shown in plots (a) and (b), yield similarly
shaped progress curves. As expected, the fraction of locations searched becomes
asymptotic to 1 as locations that have not been searched become scarce. Also,
the better performance of Random Chords strategy as compared to the Random
Direction Change strategy is apparent, with the probable reason being that turning
is much less frequent.
The Greedy strategy (c) starts out with excellent performance.

Eventually,

though, some agents end up being “painted in” (having no neighboring locations
that have not been searched) before the search completes and revert to the less effective random search strategy in an attempt to find locations that have not been
searched. Still, for the cost of implementing the simple communication system required for this strategy, performance is achieved that is significantly better than any
of the non-coordinated strategies.
The 16 run average for Lots with Individual Tracking shown in plot (e) is smooth,
but plots of individual runs (not shown) indicate choppy progress, which is to be
expected when the search space is decomposed into lots that are not searched in a
coordinated manner. An agent searching a lot that has already been searched by
another agent spends that chunk of time contributing nothing; however, an agent
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searching a lot that has not been searched is extremely eﬃcient while searching that
lot.
One remarkable feature of the Greedy Lots plot (d) is the wide spreading of
the second and third regions (indicating locations searched twice and three times,
respectively) below the darkest (searched once) region. The Greedy Lots strategy is
the only strategy of the six that considers the number of times searched in choosing
where to search; the other non-random strategies consider locations in a binary
manner as either searched or not searched. The characteristic of considering times
searched, and maintaining a smooth buildup of times searched across the space, lends
the strategy to use in a situation where agents have imperfect sensors or undetected
sensor failures. In this situation, the second search is more valuable than the third
search, and so on, with regard to overall detection [51].
The Hopscotch strategy (f) achieves excellent performance with very little redundancy. What ineﬃciency there is is primarily due to the necessity of traversing
searched lots to get to a lot that has not been searched. If there are an average of
17 active agents over the first 2.5 × 103 time steps, dividing 17 agents into 4.0 × 104
locations gives a best case (given an ideal strategy and the expected agent failure
rate) search time of approximately 2.4 × 103 time steps. The performance shown is
approximately 1.5 times this best case performance.
Also notable is the characteristic of the Hopscotch strategy that all agent activity
stops once the search completes. This is shown on graph (f) by all of the progress
lines going to a slope of zero when the search is complete. This behavior is not seen
with the other strategies, since Hopscotch is the only strategy where agents are aware
when the space has been completely searched.
Figure 3.2 provides further insight into how much redundant search is taking
place. These data are based on the same run parameters as previously described,
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averaged over 16 runs. This chart contrasts the non-decomposed strategies with the
lot-based strategies. The data for Random Direction Change, Random Chords, and
Greedy strategies show a fraction of locations searched over 32 times; this is primarily
due to eﬀects at the boundary of the search space where an agent that is unable to
continue will turn and travel along the border locations. The lot-based strategies
do show some well-searched travel lanes to lot corners, which share common x or y
values, but generally avoid the border eﬀects.
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of the fraction of locations redundantly searched for various
search strategies.

3.2

Number of Agents

Figure 3.3 shows the eﬀect of starting with diﬀerent numbers of agents. The run
parameters are the same as for the previously shown data, except that the runs began
with 10, 20, 30, and 40 agents. As expected, using more agents generally results in
better performance. The performance gains, however, are less with each added agent,
especially with the uncoordinated strategies. The coordinated strategies, especially
the Hopscotch strategy, get the most performance from each added agent.
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Figure 3.3: Space searched over time with a varying number of agents at the start
of the runs. The dashed lines represent plus and minus one standard deviation,
respectively.
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3.3

Completeness

Figure 3.4 shows a comparison of the time to complete fractions of the search task.
Strategies other than Hopscotch do not always complete before all agents fail, so their
average never reaches 100%. Because of this, the figure uses 99.5% rather than 100%
as the last increment. If a complete search is required, Hopscotch and Lots With
Individual Tracking will meet the requirement as long as at least one agent remains
operational. However, Lots With Individual Tracking is so much slower that, for
these runs, all of the agents failed before Lots With Individual Tracking completed
the search. All of the strategies achieved 60% coverage by time step 4000, so if this
is suﬃcient performance, one of the uncoordinated strategies could be used, avoiding
the complication of implementing communications.
Random 10% Chance Per Time Step

94.2% Complete

Random Chords

98.6% Complete

Greedy

Time to 99.5%
Time to 90%
Time to 80%
Time to 70%
Time to 60%
All Agents Failed

Greedy Lots

Lots With Individual Tracking

98.8% Complete

Hopscotch

1000

2000

5000

10000
Time Steps

20000

50000

Figure 3.4: Comparison of the time to complete portions of the search task for
diﬀerent strategies, with time to complete +1/−1 standard deviation from average
search progress. Where all agents failed before the search completed, average time of
the final failure is shown by the diamond marker with plus and minus one standard
deviation, along with the average completeness at that time.
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3.4

Hopscotch Lot Size and Failure Rate

When using the Hopscotch search strategy, the choice of lot size can have a significant
impact on performance. Larger lots can be searched more eﬃciently because on
average agents search more locations before they have to turn. However, larger lots
also take longer to search, meaning more work could be lost if an agent fails while
searching a large lot. Figure 3.5 shows this relationship for three diﬀerent failure
rates. The data come from runs with a 480 × 480 search space with the nest in the
center. 64 agents started each search. Each data point is the average of four runs
with the indicated lot size and failure rate.
The plot shows that larger lots improve Hopscotch performance up to a point,
but larger lots can also have a detrimental eﬀect on performance with high failure
rates. Comparison of 60% and 90% curves shows that the detrimental eﬀect is more
pronounced when a higher percent of search coverage is desired, likely a result of
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Figure 3.5: Hopscotch search time as a function of lot size and agent failure rate.
Curves for time to 60% search completion and 90% completion are shown for each
of three diﬀerent failure rates.
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more agents failing due to the longer search duration required.

3.5

Eﬀect on Hopscotch of Limited Communication Range

Figure 3.6 shows a comparison of the time to complete fractions of the search task
using a Hopscotch strategy with limited communication range. In order to minimize
the eﬀects of space borders on agent concentration, a much larger search space was
used. The search space for these runs was 480 × 480 with the nest in the center. 20

agents started each search, with a 2 × 10−5 failure rate for each agent. Each data
point is the average of four runs with the indicated communication and lot size.
The most obvious result from these plots is that increasing communication range
has a positive eﬀect on performance. An interesting result shown in these plots is
that, except for the small 10×10 lots, there is a great improvement in performance up
to a communication range of roughly three times the lot edge length. This indicates
that there is definite benefit to considering communication range when specifying lot
size, and vice versa.
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of the eﬀect of communication range on performance with
various Hopscotch lot sizes. The x-axis for each graph is in units of communication
range divided by the length of a lot side.
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Conclusions

4.1

Summary

The work described in this thesis compared various basic multi-agent search strategies
featuring diﬀerent types of approaches and requirements. Hopscotch, a coordinated
strategy designed for robust handling of agent failures, was introduced and characterized. All of the strategies were challenged with agent failures during testing. Of
the strategies considered, the Hopscotch strategy had the best performance based on
both of the metrics considered here, time and redundancy, but requires implementation of a reliable two-way communication network to function properly. The Greedy
and Greedy Lots strategies also achieved impressive time performance but had more
redundancy, especially as the search got close to being complete and locations that
had not been searched were diﬃcult to greedily find. While the greedy strategies also
require communication between agents, this communication can be implemented using a simple pheromone-like marking scheme. The uncoordinated strategies have
fairly good time performance when only fractional search coverage is required. Since
the agents required to implement the random strategy are not very complicated, it
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may be most economical to improve time performance of random strategies simply
by increasing the number of agents used.
The six strategies considered implement diﬀerent ways of dealing with failures,
with mixed results. The uncoordinated strategies (Random Direction Change, Random Chords, and Lots With Individual Tracking) have an inherent duplication of
eﬀort that tends to hide agent failures. This duplication of eﬀort explains their
very poor performance as measured by both the time and redundancy metrics. The
greedy strategies’ marking system handles agent failures implicitly, without requiring extra consideration. Because of this, the greedy strategies seem be least aﬀected
by failure. In contrast, Hopscotch is fully coordinated and therefore very powerful
and adaptable, but needs explicit failure handling for best performance. Hopscotch
and Greedy performance are very close through the first 80% of the search, showing
that the explicit failure handling of the Hopscotch strategy performs on par with the
implicit failure handling of the Greedy strategy.
The Hopscotch strategy does well because it is a coordinated strategy with features designed to handle agent failures. Because it is coordinated, work is explicitly
divided between agents. This reduces duplicate work, resulting in the minimization of both time and redundancy as shown in the simulation data. The Hopscotch
contract net implementation features real-time subtask assignment and decentralized subtask management. Simulation results indicate that these features allow the
Hopscotch strategy to continue to work well even after agents fail.

4.2

Future Work

A real-world application may need to deal with unknown, arbitrary spaces and obstacles. The Hopscotch algorithm could potentially be expanded to handle these
scenarios. This type of implementation could also handle variances in the search
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space such as varying level of hazard, varying search value, or hampered mobility
by assigning these attributes to lots when they are discovered and considering them
when prioritizing lots and evaluating bids. Obstacles and borders could be detected
and tracked along with contracted and completed lots, allowing agents to create a
map of the space that could be used during the bidding process.
Some applications may require handling other types of real-world problems such
as location error and sensor error. Location error can be modeled and compensated
for by, for example, adjusting lot size so that lots overlap. If the search sensor is
less than perfect, lots could be assigned a “search quality” value rather than the
current binary status of searched or not searched, with this search quality used in
lot prioritization.
To explore the potential of the Hopscotch strategy, a simulation was run using
a pseudo-infinite search space; that is, the space was large enough that the borders
were never encountered and thus did not aﬀect agent behavior. To maintain realism, the communication range-limited version of Hopscotch was used with a modest
communication range of 60. The ruleset was not modified in any way for this demonstration, and only 20 agents were used with no failures. The search progress as the
run progressed is shown in figure 4.1. Because of the nest proximity bias component of lot prioritization, the Hopscotch strategy maintained a contiguous region of
searched area centered at the nest. It would be interesting to investigate applications
of Hopscotch for searching large or unbounded environments, and how it could be
tuned to perform well in these applications.
There are other interesting opportunities to extend the capabilities of the Hopscotch algorithm. The Hopscotch contract net could be used for any complicated
space that can be decomposed into lots. It is not necessary that the graph of the
lots be fully connected as long as all vertices (lots) are reachable. Spaces with this
type of structure includes hotels with rooms connecting to a common corridor, or
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(a) 1 × 104 Time Steps

(b) 2 × 104 Time Steps

(c) 3 × 104 Time Steps

(d) 4 × 104 Time Steps

Figure 4.1: Progress of Hopscotch search of a very large space. A color key is given
in figure 2.1.
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an oﬃce where the space is weakly divided into cubicles. For these cases, though,
pure travel time could become a significant factor, so there may be opportunities to
improve the algorithm using some of the graph-based optimization techniques [29]
or roadmap techniques [52, 30] discussed in the literature.
In non-uniform search spaces, or in situations where there are specific search
targets that have a non-uniform distribution, the decomposition of the search space
into lots provides advantages that the Hopscotch strategy can take advantage of. For
example, a lot with multiple expired contracts could be flagged as hazardous, with
appropriate measures taken to protect agents. When there are specific search targets
that are likely to be clustered, for example fossils or a species of plant, search results
for one lot could be used to bias the priority of nearby lots.
One interesting result of these experiments was the excellent time performance of
the greedy strategies. There may be ways of incorporating greedy elements into the
Hopscotch strategy to improve performance further. The marking techniques used
for the greedy strategies could also provide an eﬀective fallback capability in cases
where two-way communication is unavailable.
Finally, although agent failure is considered here to be a binary state, there are
various types of failures (e.g., sensor, navigation, communication) that may leave
agents partially operational, or even malevolent. It may be possible to identify these
types of failures based on agent behavior and adjust the search rules to compensate
for them.
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